
S E S S I O N  3 A . 2

Classroom Routines
Quick Images with Shapes Show a transparency of Shape 1 from More Shapes for 

Quick Images (C30). Follow the basic Quick Images activity. Ask students to describe the 

shape after it has been drawn. Repeat with Shape 2, oriented so that the dividing line 

is vertical. Repeat with Shape 2, oriented so that the dividing line is horizontal. Repeat 

with Shape 3 oriented with the line running from upper left to lower right, and if time 

allows, oriented with the line running from lower left to upper right. Throughout the 

session, note whether students are able to recognize and apply the relationship 

between the shapes correctly. Listen for and emphasize the word half as you discuss 

and compare the shapes.

Vocabulary
in half

half of

Today’s Plan Materials
ACTIVITY

  Halves of Squares
15 MIN  PAIRS  CLASS

 8.5” x 8.5” paper squares (1 per pair, plus extras)

ACTIVITY

  Half-and-Half Rugs
30 MIN  INDIVIDUALS CLASS

 C31, Half-and-Half Rugs Make copies. 
(1 per student, plus extras)

 C32, Half-and-Half Rectangles and 
Triangles Make copies on several different 
colors of paper and cut into individual 
rectangles and triangles.

 Straightedges (as needed); glue; scissors; tape

ACTIVITY

  Quick Images
15 MIN  CLASS

 Transparencies for Shapes 1, 4, and 5 from C22 
(from Session 3A.1)

SESSION FOLLOW-UP

  Daily Practice
 Student Activity Book, p. 32 or 
C33, More Half-and-Half Make copies. 
(as needed)

Halves of Squares
Math Focus Points

 Partitioning a whole into equal parts and naming them 

with fractions
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More Shapes for Quick Images
1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.

DateName

Fish Lengths and Animal Jumps

1 Activity
 

 2 Activity  3 Activity   4 Session Follow-Up

A C T I V I T Y

Halves of Squares
PAIRS CLASS15 MIN

Yesterday we talked about half of a circle. Today we’re going to 
talk more about half, but we’re going to look at a new shape. 

Tape one of the prepared paper squares on the board. Review what 
it means to divide something in half. Remind students that half 
means that the two parts are equal in size.

Students might say:

“It has to be fair.”

“You need two pieces that are the same.”

Give each pair of students a paper square.

Together, find a way to fold your paper in half.

Encourage students to fold the paper without creasing it until both 
students are convinced they have two equal halves. Some students 
may need another square to represent their final idea clearly. 
Provide more squares to students who have more than one idea 
about how to divide the square in half.

Who has a square that shows halves? How did you think about 
this problem?

Use a new square to model the pair’s thinking and then tape it to 
the board. 

Do you agree that [Jacinta] and [Bruce]’s square shows halves? If 
this square were a cracker, and you were getting half, would you 
be happy? Would you think this was fair?

Use fraction notation to label each half.

1
2

1
2

▲   Resource Masters, C30
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1 Activity
 

 2 Activity  3 Activity  4 Session Follow-Up

Does anyone have a square that shows halves, but the halves look 
different from this square?

Repeat the above steps with each example. Students will likely see a 
square divided by a vertical line as different from a square divided 
by a horizontal line. If no one generated a square divided with a 
diagonal line, model this for the class.

Do you think this square shows halves? Why do you think so?

 Once you have posted several examples, discuss how each square 
has been divided in half.

We said that all of these squares are cut in half. What do you 
notice? [Leah] noticed different shapes. What do you think about 
that? Are they all halves?

Students may be able to see why each individual square shows 
halves, but may be confused when they compare the shapes. Unlike 
circles, halves of squares result in different shapes (e.g., rectangles 
and triangles, in different orientations).
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Half-and-Half Rugs
Make your own half-and-half rugs.

DateName

Fish Lengths and Animal Jumps

1 Activity
 

 2 Activity  3 Activity   4 Session Follow-Up

A C T I V I T Y

Half-and-Half Rugs
CLASSINDIVIDUALS30 MIN

Tell a story to set up the context of half-and-half rugs.

Imagine that our class is going to start a business. Our company 
will be called Half-and-Half Rugs. What do you think our 
company is going to make and sell?

Talk with students about how your store should sell a variety of 
kinds of rugs in a variety of colors. Once you have introduced the 
context, use Half-and-Half Rugs (C31) and Half-and-Half 
Rectangles and Triangles (C32) to demonstrate how to create a 
“rug.”

Each of these squares represents a rug. Each of you will design 
half-and-half rugs. You might want your halves to be rectangles or 
you might want them to be triangles. You get to choose which 
shape your halves will be and which two colors you will use.

Show students the prepared colored shapes. 1  Next, explain the 
steps for creating each rug: 

1.  Draw a line dividing the square in half. 2  Remind students that 
the dot in the center of the square might be helpful and that 
straightedges are available, if needed.

2.  Choose two rectangles or triangles in different colors. Explain 
that leaving a half blank/white shape is also an option.

3.  Glue the shapes onto your “rug.” 

ONGOING ASSESSMENT:  Obser ving Student s at  Work

Students partition squares into halves. 

 Can students draw a line that [approximately] divides a 

square in half? Do they know that the two parts should be 

equal? Do they vary the way they divide the square (e.g., 

vertically, horizontally, and diagonally)? 

 Can they correctly create and describe a half-and-half rug? 

Do they understand that one rectangle or triangle is half of the 

whole square?

Teaching Notes

1  Using Paper Shapes While coloring 

half-and-half squares is an option, 

combining two pieces to make a whole 

and pasting them into a template of that 

whole reinforces the ideas about 

fractions that students are working on. 

Allowing students to color can result in 

this activity becoming more of an art, 

than a mathematics, activity.

2  Drawing, Then Gluing Students are 

asked to draw a line that cuts the shape 

in half before gluing the shapes together 

to provide practice partitioning a shape. 

Encourage students to do their best and 

not to worry if the cutout shapes do not 

fit exactly in the spaces they have created 

with their lines.

▲   Resource Masters, C31
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Half-and-Half Rectangles 
and Triangles
Duplicate these shapes on colored paper and 
cut them apart.

DateName

Fish Lengths and Animal Jumps

1 Activity
 

 2 Activity  3 Activity  4 Session Follow-Up

DIFFERENTIATION: Suppor ting the Range of  Lear ner s

 Some students understand that dividing 

something in half results in two pieces, but they do not recognize 

that the pieces must be equal. Ask them to compare one of their 

squares to a square that accurately shows halves. Use the idea of 

whether the situation would be fair to discuss the differences. 

Work together to divide some squares in half, perhaps folding 

paper squares and then tracing the fold lines with a pencil.

 Encourage students to design rugs that use 

different shapes. For example: I see that all of your rugs use 

[rectangles]. Could you design a rug that uses [triangles]? Provide 

an extra copy of C31 for them to record their additional rugs.

When most students have finished, have them cut out their favorite 
half-and-half rugs and tape them on the board. Group the half-
and-half rugs by type, and then discuss the collection of rugs. 

These are some of the rugs that our class designed for our store. 
What do you notice?

Students will likely comment on the colors and the shapes of the 
halves. Be sure to discuss the fact that every rug has two equal and, 
in this case, identical parts. 

[Jacob] said that all of these rugs use two rectangles. [Point to the 
group of rugs.] Two of the rectangles make one rug. [Point to one 
rug.] This rug uses a [yellow] rectangle and a [blue] rectangle. 
Half of the rug is [yellow]. Half of the rug is [blue].

To model and reinforce the term “half of,” glue one construction 
paper [rectangle] onto a blank square from C31. Ask students to 
describe what they see.

▲   Resource Masters, C32
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More Half-and-Half

1. Draw a line that cuts the rectangle 
in half. Then, color half of the 
rectangle.

2. Circle the rugs that are half-and-half.

NOTENOTE Students solve problemsproblemsproblemsproblems

about halves of rectanglerectangles.s.

DateName

Fish Lengths and Animal Jumps Daily Practice

1 Activity
 

 2 Activity  3 Activity  4 Session Follow-Up

One [rectangle] is half of the rug. Half of the rug is [red].

Then add another construction paper [rectangle].

This rectangle is half of the rug too. This half of the rug is [blue]. 
The other half is [red].

Have a similar discussion about one of the other rug designs.

[Tammy] said that these rugs use two triangles. [Point to the 
group of rugs.] Two of the triangles make one rug, so one of the 
triangles is half of the rug. [Point to one rug.] Half of this rug is 
[green]. The other half is [orange].

A C T I V I T Y

Quick Images
CLASS15 MIN

Use the image of a circle for Shape 1 from Shapes for Quick Images 
(C22; from Session 3A.1) and follow the basic Quick Images 
activity. 

Repeat the activity with Shape 4, a circle with a line dividing it in 
half. Orient the circle so that the dividing line is shown vertically. 
Note whether students draw a new shape or add a line to their first 
drawing. Help them recognize and name half-circles within the 
larger shape. 

Repeat the process with Shape 4 oriented horizontally. Do students 
understand that they can turn their previous drawing? 

Finally, show Shape 5, a circle divided into quarters or fourths. Do 
students start from scratch or use a previous drawing? Do they see 
halves of halves? Note whether students are able to recognize and 
name half- and quarter-circles within the larger shape. Use the 
discussion of this shape and the comparison of the three shapes as 
an opportunity to discover what students know about fourths/
quarters, which will be the focus of Session 3A.3.

S E S S I O N  F O L L O W - U P

Daily Practice
Daily Practice: For reinforcement of this unit’s content, 
have students complete Student Activity Book page 32 
or C33.

▲   Student Activity Book, Unit 5, p. 32;
Resource Masters, C33
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More Shapes for Quick Images
1. 2. 

3. 4. 

5. 6. 

7. 8. 

DateName

Fish Lengths and Animal Jumps
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Half-and-Half Rugs
Make your own half-and-half rugs.

DateName

Fish Lengths and Animal Jumps
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Half-and-Half Rectangles 
and Triangles
Duplicate these shapes on colored paper and 
cut them apart.

DateName

Fish Lengths and Animal Jumps
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DateName

Fish Lengths and Animal Jumps

NOTE Students solve problems 

about halves of rectangles.
More Half-and-Half

1. Draw a line that cuts the rectangle 
in half. Then, color half of the  
rectangle.

2. Circle the rugs that are half-and-half.

Daily Practice


